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ENGLISH Dystopia:  In this unit students will explore what the terms “Utopia” and “Dystopia” mean whilst examining the theme across a range of fiction and non-fiction texts. Students 
will be expected to explore the role of modern technology and culture on the way we live. Links will be made to current events. 
Students must examine the theme of “Dystopia” through a wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts as well as moving image texts. Students must be given the opportunity to 
write to suit a range of purposes, audiences and text-types crafting their use of language and structure for effect. They should also be able to make developed and confident 
comparisons between texts. 
The Modern Play (‘Blood Brothers’ or ‘The Crucible’): In this unit, students will study a play and analyse the use of character, plot, stage craft and stage directions. Students 
will not only respond to analytical questions about the text but will also be working towards a creative writing task where they are expected to write in role as a character.

MATHS Foundation: Number, calculations, decimals, place value, factors and multiples, squares, cubes and roots, index notation, prime factors
Algebra: expressions, substitution, formulae, expanding brackets, factorising, using expressions and formulae
Higher: Number: place value and estimating, HCF/LCM, indices, zero, negative and fractional indices, standard form, surds
Algebra: algebraic indices, expanding and factorising, equations, formulae, linear sequences, non-linear sequence

SCIENCE
BIOLOGY

Cell biology: Cells are the basic unit of all forms of life. Students will compare the structure of plant and animal cells. Students will undertake practical work using a light 
microscope and complete magnification calculations. Students will be able to classify cells as eukaryotic or prokaryotic and recognise how the features of specialised cells 
allows them to perform a certain function. 
Cell division: The orgnaisation of genetic material in the human body and be able to describe the structure of genes, chromosomes and DNA. The stages of the cell cycle 
and how this links to mitosis. The uses of stem cells and where these can be found in humans and plants. 

SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY

Atomic Structure: Definitions of atoms, elements, compounds and mixtures and how to identify them using particle diagrams. Recognition that scientific ide-
as aren’t 100% correct first time round and that ideas can also be refuted, linking to the history of the atom more specifically. Drawing, with labels, the structure 
of the atom and interpreting the mass number and atomic number found on the periodic table. How these differ for isotopes and how to represent atoms using 
electronic structure.
The Periodic Table: The development of the periodic table over time and why Mendeleev’s version was accepted by the scientific community. The properties 
of metals and non-metals and how to identify them on the periodic table. Chemical and physical properties of group 1, group 7, transition metals  and group 0 
elements
Energy Changes: Define exothermic and endothermic reactions, giving examples of both. Draw reaction profile diagrams for both exothermic and endo-
thermic reations, including a label showing activation energy and energy change. Complete a required practical that measure the change in temperature of a 
chemical reaction, working on method writing skills as well as evaluating data. H only - Calculating energy changes of reactions using theroretical data in the 
form of bond energies.

SCIENCE
PHYSICS

During Year 9 Physics, students revisit ideas first met in Year 7 and 8, and start to expand on them - touching upon some of simpler ideas they will cover in more detail at 
GCSE level in Year 10 and 11.
Energy: In Year 7, students were introduced to the concept of energy stores and energy transfer pathways, alongside the idea of wasted/dissipated energy in the En-
ergy Transfers topic. In Year 8, students studied how a force can transfer energy by doing mechanical work on an object. During Year 9, students will revisit these ideas, 
extending the idea of wasted energy to calcualtions of efficiency. Students consider the rate of energy transfers (power), linking back the their Year 7 work on Energy 
Costs and electrical power. Finally, student begin to explore other energy transfer pathways, revisiting the idea of heat transfers (conduction and convection) and energy 
transferred by waves (e.g. radiation of infra-red light).
Particle Model: During the Autumn term, students will also study the Particle Model topic, recaping key concepts from the Year 7 Chemistry topic. Students begin 
by revisiting the idea of density, which includes practical work to determine the density of regular and irregularly shaped objects, and liquids. Students continue, by 
expanding their particle model of solids, liquids and gases to include kinetic theory, explaining the properties and behaviour of solids, liquids and gases in terms of the 
arrangement, movement, energy of the particles and forces between them.  This is extended to explain the 5 common changes of state and the link between changes of 
state and the internal energy store of the material. Finally, kinetic theory is used to explain the pressure gases exert on a surface, and how temperature changes affect 
gas pressure.
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GEOGRAPHY Country study of The USA: Migration, Tropical storms, Water insecurity, Vegas and sustainability, Geography of health (Obesity epidemic), Transnational 
Corporations, Supervolcanoes.

HISTORY What was industrial Britain?, What was the impact of industrial Britain on people’s lives?, What impact did the Industrial Revolution have on people’s lives?, Changes: 
Better or Worse?, Why was there a population explosion during the Industrial Revolution? Inventions and Entrepreneurs, Protest and Reform, Improvements in transport 
during the Industrial Revolution, Isambard Kingdom Brunel, The First World War. Why did war break out in 1914?, Life in the trenches - source investigation - what 
was it like in the trenches on the Western Front?,  Life in the trenches - source investigation - What was it like in the trenches on the Western Front?, How could injured 
soldiers be treated on the Western Front?, Shot at dawn. Why?, They Shall Not Grow Old film and discussion,  What was the impact of the First World War in Britain?

MFL (FRENCH) Autumn 1: Expressing emotions, TV genres, giving more complex opinions & justifications, Talking  about watching TV, using adverbs of frequency 
Asking questions, perfect tense with avoir
Autumn 2:  Going to the cinema; film genres. Giving opinions and using adjectives. Perfect tense with être

ART Year 9 Childhood Memories: During this project students will have the opportunity to extend their knowledge in historical and contemporary Still Life 
artists through looking at the Modern Art Movement and contemporary artists. Students will follow the theme of Childhood Memories to give a personal 
view point, improve their range of drawing techniques and Media. As well as being exposed to a range of artists, students will also have the opportunity to 
study a chosen artist in depth, both visually and analytically. From this understanding students will then produce studies and experiments taking influence 
from the artists. This will provide the preparatory work needed to compose their own final Fine Art, mixed media outcome. 
This project runs until February half term.

DRAMA Devising Practitioner Study
Focus – Devised performance based on a theatre practitioner  
Create a devised performance based on a stimulus provided by the teacher. 
Practitioner techniques
Stimulus
Devising
Research
Dramatic Intention

DT Rotations every 6/7 weeks:
Food Around the World- Students focus on foods from around the world and look at different diets. They choose a country to cook a main course as 
their practical assessment. Time to read- Students build on their graphics skills even further and produce a ‘Pop Up’ children’s book based on a fable.
Nutrition Mission- A look at nutrients in more depth building on what has been learnt in previous years. Practical lessons link to theory. Students also 
gain an opportunity of cooking a free choice dish which links to a design brief.
Timepiece - Students will look in to the work of others and create designs and a final product  from wood based on their findings.
CAD Reloaded- Students will get learn how to use a CAD/CAM software called OnShape and product £D CAD drawings based on a given brief.
Shopaholics- Students will learn a series of textiles decorative and sewing techniques in order to create a final product. They will design a range of 
ideas based on their favourite food and reproduce this using different ranges of fabrics.
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ICT/ENTERPRISE Computing/Enterprise: Students begin the Year by looking into using the technology at their fingertips for the first time. Basic iPad skills such as using iMovie 
and Pages will be taught that can be used across the curriculum, as well as basic Computer skills such as sending emails and creating a folder structure. We then 
move onto ICT in Today’s world including looking at jobs within the IT Industry. Importance of Game addiction and how it can affect our health is covered in lessons 
to enable students to become aware of what s happening in the real world relating to technology. In the second half term Computing and Enterprise split, Enterprise 
will look into Business and Economics, what they both are and how they a different, this allows students to start to understand what options are avaible to them and 
learn about how Business and Ecnomics looks like if they were to take it as an option

MUSIC The Baroque Concerto - students will be studying one of Vivaldi’s Lute Concertos, placing the music in its historical and social context, as well as comparing the 
soloists todoay’s ‘guitar heroes’. They will be peforming a complex keyboard piece, with indepently moving parts, as well as learning how to improvise a melody 
over a given bassline. There will also be a listening assessment based on knowledge taught, and the extracts that they listen to.

PE KS3- Our students start our year with lots of invasion and team sports. All pupils will gain an understadning of how to attack/ defend and work as part of 
a team. Additonally we will explore many different types of skills during these sports. Such as Core skills e.g. Passing. Throughout therm all groups will 
rotate around a number of diffferent sports. There are many transferable skills and as a result this ensures our pupils will have mastered the foundations 
needed to be successful in sport. The main sports we cover are- Football/ Rugby / Handball / Netball.

RS Our first unit in Year 9 is ‘Good and Evil’ whereby students investigate some of the big questions in RS – What is Evil? Why do bad things 
happen to good people? Did God cause suffering? This type of question requires a more mature attitude but also for students to have more 
developed skills of analysis and evaluation, so this is left towards the very end of the Key Stage. This is also linked to the Holocaust which 
complements their studies in History at this point of the year and build upon the unit of Human Rights, delivered in year 8 Citizenship

VALUES We begin the Autumn term in Year 9 by doing a ‘Careers’ unit whereby students have the opportunity to find out more about GCSE mapping, 
options at de Ferrers as well as Post 16 Routes. We also end this unit by discussing young people’s employment rights and responsibilities 
as we know this is an age whereby students may start to think about getting a part time job in the near future, we also tackle this by doing 
CV workshops.


